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Section 1: Listening Comprehension 

Exercise 1 

1. Sales Associate.         [1] 

2. in a beautiful double storey building/in the city     (any one)    [1] 

3. She helps customers reach higher items/find items that customers need            

help looking for         [1] 

4. they can directly call out to me if I am standing nearby/they can also press           

a service button that will notify me that a customer needs help (any one) [1] 

5. she assists customers with a smile       [1] 

Total: 5 marks] 

Exercise 2 

1. she missed the bus (which would have helped her arrive on time)  [1] 

2. by creating a mural         [1] 

3. create a design and paint it   (both details required)    [2] 

4. Nomsa imagines everyone in town walking past that wall and seeing                 

her artwork every day.        [2] 

5. a nature theme/nature        [1] 

6. - to see the wild animals  

- and get some ideas to inspire her                [2] 

7. so that he can talk to the teacher/to get more information on the mural  [1] 

        [Total: 10 marks] 

Section 2  

Reading and Writing  

Exercise 1 

1. They wore simple leather boots.                                                          [1] 

2. because of the hot climate                                                                [1] 

3. tree bark/leaves/grasses.  (any two)                                                              [2] 

4. from rocks and rough surfaces                                                                   [2] 

5. by tying small pieces of wood together with dried grass   [1]  

6. Soldiers wore heavy leather sandals that were more like boots with 

 bare toes.          [2] 

7. pieces of shoe leather could now be sewn together more quickly            [1] 

8. they lasted much longer than heels made of leather                                  [1]                                

9. tennis/volleyball/basketball players (Give any two).                                  [2] 

10.  which often made noise                                                                              [1] 

11.    (i)  barefoot (paragraph 1) - without shoes/shoeless        [1] 

(ii) invented (paragraph 3) - designed/came up with etc.          [1] 

(iii)popular (paragraph 4) - common/famous /well-known, etc.    [1] 
12.  Learner’s own responses. 1 mark for opinion, 1 mark for reason  [2] 
13.  1 mark for a tittle (e.g. ‘The History of Shoes’)    [1] 
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Language usage 

14.    (i)   we                                                           [1] 
(ii) their                                                         [1] 

 
15. Rubber heels are popular because they last much longer than heels               

made of leather.                                                            [2] 
16. Quickly/cheaply                                                [1] 

        [Total: 25 marks] 

Exercise 2 

Use block letters 

Name: …………………..…ROBIN NTOMBELA                                                      [1] 

 

Physical address: …… S’GANGENI IN MBABANE IN THE HHOHHO REGION   [1] 

 

First team: …………………………….MORNING STAR                                          [1] 

 

Retirement year: ………………………………….2018                                             [1] 

 

Own football club: …………………………SHOOTING STAR FC                           [1] 

Write a short summary of about 50 words about what you did after hanging up your 

boots. You will receive up to three marks for content and up to two marks for style and 

accuracy of language. 

Content (up to 3 marks): 

1. Trained young boys to become soccer stars 

2. Started a sports academy 

3. Worked as a coach 

4. Started own football club  (any three) 

Language (up to 2 marks): 

0 marks: meaning obscure because of density of language errors and serious                  
               problems with expression/nothing of relevance. 

1 mark:   few language errors, expression limited/some reliance on lifting from the  
               original, but some sense of order. 

2 marks: expression very good, clear, orderly writing 
                                                                                                       [Total: 10 marks] 
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